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Epigram and witty conversation, however, were the poor
relations to oratory. Now that oratory seemed the natural
medium for his political activities, it had to be raised to an
artistic level. Paderewski set out to perfect himself in the
right use of words, and studied to enrich his already large
vocabulary. Although he knew both French and English
well, he began to take English lessons and he spent many
hours studying French. It was his ambition to express
himself in a foreign language, English or French, with even
more beauty and precision than a native might do.
Once the new instrument was found, all he needed was an
excuse for its application, and it was natural that art should
provide that excuse.   But if he were to perform, the issues
might be confused, and therefore the artistic excuse must be
provided by a different artist and in a medium other than
Padercwski's own.   He commissioned the young Polish
sculptor, Antoni Wiwulski, to create a large monument in
bronze to commemorate the Polish victory over the Prussian
" Teutonic Order " at Grtinwald in 1410, one of the great
victories in the history of Poland.   He himself would pay
for it and present it to Poland as the first tangible manifesta-
tion of his feelings towards his country.   The subject was
chosen deliberately.   Paderewski was not a chauvinist;
his love for England, his admiration for France, his intimate
connections with America, his friendships in a number of
other countries saved him from provincialism.   He admired
the Germany of Beethoven and Goethe, of the philosophers,
of scientific achievement, of musical appreciation, of the
romanticism of Eichendorff and Moricke ; he owed a debt
of gratitude to his musical teachers in Germany ; he knew
long passages from Lessing and Schiller by heart, and he
loved quoting them ; he had the greatest admiration for the
culture that came from the Rhine, from southern Germany
with its  characteristic  ancient  towns and its  romantic
scenery—but he hated Prussian aggression as he saw it in the
rule of the Hohenzollerns, and the argument of the mailed
fist revolted him.   The terms " justice," " fair play," and

